INTRODUCTION {#h0.0}
============

Clinical virology and virus discovery in the 20th century focused chiefly on the identification of viruses through microscopy, serology, and cell or animal infection studies ([@B1]). With the advent of nucleic acid amplification, a wide range of molecular approaches for virus detection became available: PCR ([@B2]), consensus PCR (cPCR) and multiplex PCR systems ([@B3][@B4][@B10]), differential display ([@B11]), representational difference analysis ([@B12], [@B13]), subtractive cloning ([@B14]), domain-specific differential display ([@B15]), cDNA cloning ([@B16][@B17][@B18]), cDNA immunoscreening ([@B19], [@B20]), microarrays ([@B21], [@B22]), and, most recently, high-throughput sequencing (HTS). HTS has enabled unbiased pathogen discovery and facilitated virome analyses that have enhanced our understanding of the origin, evolution, and ecology of known and novel viruses ([@B1]). However, HTS has not been widely implemented in clinical diagnostic laboratories largely due to operational complexity, cost, and insensitivity with respect to agent-specific PCR assays.

Strategies to increase the sensitivity of HTS have focused on the enrichment of viral template through subtraction of host nucleic acid via nuclease digestion and depletion of rRNA. Although they are helpful, none has achieved the sensitivity required for clinical applications. To address this challenge, we have established a positive selection probe capture-based system to enrich sequence libraries for viral sequences. Here, we describe the virome capture sequencing platform for vertebrate viruses (VirCapSeq-VERT) and demonstrate its potential utility as a sensitive and specific HTS-based platform for clinical diagnosis and virome analysis.

RESULTS {#h1}
=======

Probe design strategy. {#s1.1}
----------------------

Our objective was to target all known viruses that can infect vertebrate animals, including humans. Toward this end, oligonucleotides were selected to represent all viral taxa containing at least one virus known to infect vertebrates; virus families that include exclusively viruses infecting plants or insects were excluded (see [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Coding sequences were extracted from the EMBL Coding Domain Sequence database, clustered at 96% sequence identity, and used to select 100-mer oligonucleotides spaced by approximately 25 to 50 nucleotides (nt) along each sequence. To address sequence variation, oligonucleotide mutant or variant sequences were retained if sequences diverged by more than 90%. Where technical complexity in oligonucleotide synthesis was challenging due to melting temperature (*T~m~*) or homopolymer repeats, probe sequences were refined by shortening and adjusting their start/stop positions. The final library comprised 1,993,176 oligonucleotides ranging in length from 50 to 100 nt and in *T~m~* from 58.7°C to 101°C (see [Table S2](#tabS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

We evaluated *in silico* whether the selected probe library provides uniform coverage of the targeted virus sequences. Our analysis indicated that probe numbers were proportional to the amount of available sequence information, resulting in an 88 to 98% estimated coverage of target sequences when an "outreach" for each probe of approximately 100 nt to either side is assumed (see [Table S3](#tabS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). We mapped the probe library against a database of 100 reference virus genome sequences representing double- and single-stranded DNA and RNA, positive and negative RNA, and circular, linear, and segmented viruses, using a minimum nucleotide identity of 90%. The probe library covered targeted genome sequences with probes spaced at \<150-nt intervals ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) but provided no coverage of noncoding regions (e.g., poliovirus 5′ untranslated region \[UTR\]) ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The highest probe coverage was evident in divergent genome regions (e.g., yellow fever virus E gene region; approximately position 1000 to 2500) ([Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). *In silico* analysis indicated that the VirCapSeq-VERT probe library included oligonucleotides that selectively hybridize to genomes of vertebrate viruses but not to those of bacteriophages or plant or fungal viruses.

![*In silico* validation of the VirCapSeq-VERT probe design. Probe depth and coverage of the VirCapSeq-VERT probe library are shown for poliovirus (A), yellow fever virus (B), and parvovirus B19 (C). Virus genomes are represented by black lines. The coding sequences are represented by green boxes. The probes are indicated by grey boxes. The top graph in each panel indicates probe depth at each locus. Colored lines in the probes indicate mismatch to the reference used for alignment (green, A; red, T; blue, C; orange, G). Line heights in the coverage track above indicate frequency of the mismatched bases.](mbo0051524910001){#fig1}

Experimental assessment of efficiency. {#s1.2}
--------------------------------------

Nucleic acid (NA) extracts of human lung tissue or whole blood were spiked with various amounts of NAs representing large and small, positive- and negative-strand, segmented and nonsegmented, and DNA and RNA viruses ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Spiked lung (pool 1) and blood (pool 2) NA preparations were divided and processed in parallel using a standard Illumina HTS protocol or the VirCapSeq-VERT system, whereby viral sequences are enriched by positive selection. Each of the preparations was sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencer, loading 2 lanes per pool. VirCapSeq-VERT resulted in a 100- to 1,000-fold increase in on-target (viral) reads and a reduction of host background reads from 99.7% to 68.2% in lung and from 99.4% to 38.5% in blood ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; also, see [Table S4](#tabS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). The average coverage also increased dramatically, with nearly full-length sequences (\>95%) being obtained for all viruses ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows selected examples of sequence recovery for West Nile virus (WNV), Cache Valley virus (CVV), and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV).

###### 

Assessment of VirCapSeq-VERT efficiency by using quantitated viral nucleic acids to spike lung and blood host nucleic acid

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Pool   Host background   Virus[^b^](#ngtab1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}        Load[^a^](#ngtab1.2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Library preparation
  ------ ----------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------
  1a     200 ng lung NA    FLUAV (*Orthomyxoviridae*);\                      2 × 10^4^                                   Conventional/HTS
                           segmented negative-strand RNA, 13 kb/8 segments                                               

                           MERS-CoV (*Nidovirales*, *Coronaviridae*);\       2 × 10^4^                                   
                           nonsegmented positive-strand RNA, 30 kb                                                       

                           EV-D68 (*Picornavirales*, *Picornaviridae*);\     3 × 10^5^                                   
                           nonsegmented positive-strand RNA, 7 kb                                                        

  1b     Same as pool 1a   Same as pool 1a                                   Same as pool 1a                             VirCapSeq-VERT

                                                                                                                          

  2a     200 ng blood NA   DENV-3 (*Flaviviridae*);\                         5 × 10^5^                                   Conventional/HTS
                           nonsegmented positive-strand RNA, 11 kb                                                       

                           WNV (*Flaviviridae*);\                            9 × 10^3^                                   
                           nonsegmented positive-strand RNA, 11 kb                                                       

                           EBOV (*Mononegavirales*, *Filoviridae*);\         2 × 10^3^                                   
                           nonsegmented negative-strand RNA, 19 kb                                                       

                           CVV (*Bunyaviridae*);\                            8 × 10^3^                                   
                           segmented negative-strand RNA, 12 kb/3 segments                                               

                           HHV-1 (*Herpesvirales*, *Herpesviridae*);\        2 × 10^5^                                   
                           nonsegmented double-strand DNA, 152 kb                                                        

  2b     Same as pool 2a   Same as pool 2a                                   Same as pool 2a                             VirCapSeq-VERT
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Determined by qPCR of double-stranded cDNA/DNA used for sequence library construction.

FLUAV, influenza A virus H3N2; MERS-CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus; EV-D68, enterovirus D68; DENV-3, dengue virus 3; WNV, West Nile virus; EBOV, Ebola virus; CVV, Cache Valley virus; HHV-1, herpes simplex virus 1.

![VirCapSeq-VERT enhances the performance of high-throughput sequencing by increasing the number of mapped viral reads recovered from high-background specimens. Eight different viral NAs were quantitated by qPCR and used to spike a background of lung-derived (3 viruses) or blood-derived (5 viruses) NA extracts. Samples were split in two and processed by standard HTS (blue) or with VirCapSeq-VERT (red). FLUAV, influenza A virus; EVD-68, enterovirus D68; MERS-CoV, MERS coronavirus; DENV, dengue virus; EBOV, Ebola virus; WNV, West Nile virus; CVV, Cache Valley virus; HHV-1, human herpesvirus 1.](mbo0051524910002){#fig2}

###### 

VirCapSeq-VERT provides greater genome coverage and sequencing depth than HTS

  Library[^b^](#ngtab2.2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Virus      Load (copies)[^a^](#ngtab2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Genome length (nt)   No. of mapped positions   \% sequence mapped   Coverage   No. of unmapped regions   Unmapped region length (nt)        
  ---------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------- -------------------- ---------- ------------------------- ----------------------------- ---- --------
  Pool 1a (lung, HTS)                            EV-D68     10^5^                                                7,341                7,268                     99.01                0          2,384                     932                           4    73
                                                 MERS-CoV   10^4^                                                30,113               1,824                     6.06                 0          2                         0.1                           19   28,289
                                                 FLUAV -1   10^4^                                                2,316                2,005                     86.57                0          9                         2.5                           5    311
                                                 FLUAV -2                                                        2,304                2,248                     97.57                0          19                        6.4                           2    56
                                                 FLUAV -3                                                        2,208                1,998                     90.49                0          29                        3.8                           4    210
                                                 FLUAV -4                                                        1,737                1,642                     94.53                0          32                        8.0                           2    95
                                                 FLUAV -5                                                        1,540                1,494                     97.01                0          14                        4.1                           3    46
                                                 FLUAV -6                                                        1,442                1,334                     92.51                0          11                        4.2                           3    108
                                                 FLUAV -7                                                        1,002                948                       94.61                0          11                        3.7                           2    54
                                                 FLUAV -8                                                        865                  801                       92.60                0          11                        3.8                           3    65
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Pool 1b (lung, VirCapSeq-VERT)                 EV-D68     10^5^                                                7,341                7,341                     100.00               3          8,080                     7,005                         0    0
                                                 MERS-CoV   10^4^                                                30,113               29,020                    96.37                0          121                       13                            23   1,093
                                                 FLUAV -1   10^4^                                                2,316                2,316                     100.00               590        8,061                     5,230                         0    0
                                                 FLUAV -2                                                        2,304                2,304                     100.00               569        8,048                     7,608                         0    0
                                                 FLUAV -3                                                        2,208                2,208                     100.00               818        8,040                     4,847                         0    0
                                                 FLUAV -4                                                        1,737                1,737                     100.00               323        8,038                     7,449                         0    0
                                                 FLUAV -5                                                        1,540                1,540                     100.00               909        8,003                     7,091                         0    0
                                                 FLUAV -6                                                        1,442                1,442                     100.00               348        7,999                     6,975                         0    0
                                                 FLUAV -7                                                        1,002                1,002                     100.00               60         8,056                     6,216                         0    0
                                                 FLUAV -8                                                        865                  865                       100.00               448        8,006                     5,761                         0    0
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Pool 2a (blood, HTS)                           HHV-1      10^5^                                                152,151              151,970                   99.88                0          418                       142                           4    183
                                                 DENV-3     10^5^                                                10,707               10,687                    99.81                0          1,242                     622                           1    20
                                                 WNV        10^4^                                                10,945               500                       4.57                 0          1                         0.1                           6    10,445
                                                 EBOV       10^3^                                                18,959               4,716                     24.87                0          2                         0.3                           43   14,243
                                                 CVV-S      10^4^                                                905                  818                       90.39                0          7                         3.1                           3    87
                                                 CVV-M                                                           4,305                2,633                     61.16                0          5                         1.1                           15   1,672
                                                 CVV-L                                                           6,840                2,309                     33.79                0          5                         0.5                           17   4,531
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  Pool 2b (blood, VirCapSeq-VERT)                HHV-1      10^5^                                                152,151              152,133                   99.99                0          8,001                     5,373                         1    18
                                                 DENV-3     10^5^                                                10,707               10,688                    99.82                0          8,068                     7,774                         1    19
                                                 WNV        10^4^                                                10,945               10,428                    95.28                0          214                       66                            1    517
                                                 EBOV       10^3^                                                18,959               16,413                    86.57                0          394                       56                            11   2,546
                                                 CVV-S      10^4^                                                905                  904                       99.89                0          7,319                     2,302                         1    1
                                                 CVV-M                                                           4,305                4,305                     100.00               2          1,551                     401                           0    0
                                                 CVV-L                                                           6,840                6,840                     100.00               1          858                       88                            0    0

Determined by qPCR of double-stranded-cDNA/DNA used for sequence library construction.

See [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} for pool composition.

![Read coverage versus probe coverage of VirCapSeq-VERT for West Nile virus (A), Cache Valley virus (B), and MERS coronavirus (C). Virus genomes are represented by horizontal black lines and coding sequence by black pointed boxes. The top graph in each panel indicates the read coverage obtained by VirCapSeq-VERT; probe coverage is shown below. Colored lines indicate mismatch to the reference used for alignment (green, A; red, T; blue, C; orange, G). Line heights indicate the frequency of the mismatched bases.](mbo0051524910003){#fig3}

To determine the threshold for detection of viral sequence, we used NA from lung tissue homogenate and EDTA-blood that contained different amounts of WNV and herpes simplex virus 1 (HHV-1) NA. Nearly complete genome recovery (\>90%) was achieved for both viruses at input levels of 100 viral copies in 50 ng of blood NA or 1,000 viral copies in 100 ng lung NA ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Extrapolated to clinical samples, these values correspond to a blood specimen containing approximately 1,200 copies/ml or a tissue specimen containing approximately 16,000 copies/mg, assuming 100% extraction yield (see [Table S5](#tabS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Even at the lowest level of virus input tested, 10 viral copies per 50 ng background NA, corresponding to approximately 100 copies/ml blood, VirCapSeq-VERT enabled recovery of 45 kb (29%) of HHV-1 and 0.75 kb (7%) of WNV genome sequence. We then tested human blood and serum samples (1 ml) spiked with live enterovirus D68 (EV-D68) virus stock. VirCapSeq-VERT enabled detection in both sample types at a concentration of 10 copies/ml ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), comparable to the sensitivity of real-time PCR (see [Table S6](#tabS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

![Limit of detection for VirCapSeq-VERT. Total nucleic acid from blood or lung tissue was spiked with human herpesvirus 1 (HHV-1) and West Nile virus (WNV) nucleic acid. The two preparations were serially diluted to generate six samples containing both viruses at 5,000, 1,000, 300, 100, 30, or 10 copies in 100 ng lung tissue or 50 ng whole-blood nucleic acid. Samples were processed with VirCapSeq-VERT.](mbo0051524910004){#fig4}

![Efficiency of viral read mapping with VirCapSeq-VERT. Human blood and serum were spiked with live enterovirus D68 virus stock quantitated by qPCR to generate samples with 500, 200, 100, or 10 copies/ml. Five hundred microliters of each sample was extracted and processed with VirCapSeq-VERT.](mbo0051524910005){#fig5}

Comparison with other enrichment regimens. {#s1.3}
------------------------------------------

Analysis of samples of human blood spiked with live EV-D68, HHV-1, and influenza A virus (FLUAV) stock indicated that VirCapSeq-VERT yielded up to a 10,000-fold increase in mapped read counts over samples treated after extraction with DNase and RiboZero rRNA depletion, individually or in combination, and then processed by standard HTS. VirCapSeq-VERT resulted in nearly full genome recovery for most viruses even with less than 1,000 copies of target input ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}; also, see [Table S7](#tabS7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

###### 

VirCapSeq-VERT performance compared to conventional enrichment procedures

  Treatment (preparation)[^a^](#ngtab3.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Virus load (copies)[^b^](#ngtab3.2){ref-type="table-fn"} (HHV/FLUAV/EV)   No. of reads   No. of reads (total/normalized[^d^](#ngtab3.3){ref-type="table-fn"})                                                                 
  -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------------
  DNase (conventional)                                           6 × 10^2^/ND/9 × 10^2^                                                    20,449,329     219/107                                                                59/29[^c^](#ngtab3.4){ref-type="table-fn"}   6/3              154/75
  RiboZero (conventional)                                        2 × 10^3^/8 × 10^2^/2 × 10^3^                                             82,866,269     4,251/513                                                              2,951/356                                    39/5             1,261/152
  DNase/RiboZero (conventional)                                  ND/ND/2 × 10^3^                                                           68,239,834     3,927/576                                                              6/0.9[^c^](#ngtab3.4){ref-type="table-fn"}   3/0.4            3,918/575
  None (conventional)                                            2 × 10^4^/3 × 10^4^/2 × 10^4^                                             121,961,881    4,562/374                                                              2,569/211                                    65/5             1,928/158
  None (VirCapSeq-VERT)                                          2 × 10^4^/2 × 10^4^/2 × 10^4^                                             128,764,130    2,773,382/215,325                                                      713,557/55,400                               572,169/44,423   1,487,656/115,501
  None (VirCapSeq-VERT)[^e^](#ngtab3.5){ref-type="table-fn"}     9 × 10^2^/8 × 10^2^/9 × 10^2^                                             64,989,060     86,943/13,376                                                          21,631/3,328                                 19,255/2,962     46,057/7,086

Human blood was spiked with live virus stocks derived from tissue culture to result in approximately 10^4^ copies of herpes simplex virus 1 (HHV-1), influenza A virus (FLUAV), and enterovirus D68 (EV-D68) per 250 ng extracted blood NA. The sample was divided into equivalent aliquots to be processed with the indicated treatment prior to RT reaction and subjected to either conventional sequence library preparation or VirCapSeq-VERT.

Determined by qPCR of double-stranded cDNA/DNA used for sequence library construction.

HHV-1 detection was impaired due to DNase.

Normalized to 10,000,000 total reads.

Prepared with additional dilution of the sample in a blood background.

Clinical specimens included a human nasal swab sample containing EV-D68 that was divided into three aliquots (i) treated with filtration and nuclease digestion prior to extraction and standard HTS, (ii) treated with filtration and nuclease digestion prior to extraction and VirCapSeq-VERT, or (iii) not treated prior to extraction and VirCapSeq-VERT. VirCapSeq-VERT with no prior treatment enabled the highest sequence recovery and depth (see [Table S8](#tabS8){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

Since fecal material is frequently challenging for viromic analyses, we tested a sample of fecal pellets from bats known to contain rotavirus sequences. The sample was divided into four aliquots and (i) treated with filtration and nuclease digestion prior to extraction, followed by standard HTS, (ii) treated with filtration and nuclease digest prior to extraction, followed by DNase digestion after extraction and standard HTS, (iii) treated with filtration and nuclease digestion prior to extraction and VirCapSeq-VERT, or (iv) not treated prior to extraction and VirCapSeq-VERT. VirCapSeq-VERT again yielded the highest mapped read count (see [Table S9](#tabS9){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

The specificity of VirCapSeq-VERT for relevant targets was readily apparent in comparison with results obtained by conventional HTS. Whereas up to 36% of the viral reads found by conventional HTS represented insect-infecting dicistroviruses ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), these reads were reduced to 15% by VirCapSeq-VERT. Vertebrate rotavirus, coronavirus, astrovirus, and circovirus sequences detected only at low levels in conventional HTS were increased 4-100 fold by VirCapSeq-VERT.

![Selective enhancement of vertebrate virus detection by VirCapSeq-VERT. Bat fecal sample material was divided in two and analyzed using HTS with filtration and nuclease digest combined with postextraction DNase treatment or using VirCapSeq-VERT alone. VirCapSeq-VERT reduced the number of nonvertebrate viral reads and efficiently sequenced vertebrate virus sequences detected only at low levels by conventional HTS.](mbo0051524910006){#fig6}

Since the precise sequence of the rotavirus present in bat samples was unknown, contigs obtained by *de novo* assembly were used to identify the closest GenBank match for each segment. [Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"} shows that nearly a full sequence was obtained for sequences differing by up to 25% from the known sequences used for VirCapSeq-VERT probe design. Partial sequence in conserved regions was obtained even for sequences differing by as much as 50% from known sequences (NSP1 and NSP4) ([Table 4](#tab4){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Capacity of VirCapSeq-VERT to detect divergent sequences

  Rotavirus gene   Sequence length (nt)   \% mapped   Closest BLASTN hit identity (%)
  ---------------- ---------------------- ----------- ---------------------------------
  VP1              3,280                  97          78
  VP2              2,712                  99          93
  VP3              2,592                  86          78
  VP4              2,362                  97          75
  NSP1             1,614                  40          53
  VP6              1,194                  92          96
  NSP3             1,075                  95          76
  NSP2             954                    88          96
  VP7              982                    93          82
  NSP4             528                    19          47
  NSP5             630                    97          95

Detection of novel sequences. {#s1.4}
-----------------------------

To further test the capacity of VirCapSeq-VERT to detect novel viral sequences, we used an extract of a liver homogenate from a deer mouse experimentally infected with the rodent hepacivirus isolate RHVpl-01. The complete genome sequence of this isolate has a \<65% global nucleotide sequence identity with the sequences used to design the VirCapSeq-VERT probes. Nonetheless, VirCapSeq-VERT selectively enriched RHVpl-01 sequence in conserved regions encoding the helicase and polymerase genes, for which bioinformatics analysis showed the presence of probes with up to 90% nucleotide identity in the VirCapSeq-VERT probe pool. We conclude therefore, from rotavirus and hepacivirus experiments, that while not an ideal platform for viral discovery, VirCapSeq-VERT can detect novel viruses through hybridization to short conserved sequence motifs within larger genome fragments.

Sample multiplexing. {#s1.5}
--------------------

During the estimation of the limit of detection of VirCapSeq-VERT, we processed samples individually or together during hybridization capture. The results obtained with the samples processed individually were superior (see [Table S5](#tabS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). This finding suggested that competition for probe populations may compromise application in diagnostic settings where patient samples may have widely divergent virus loads. We investigated the practical impact of this potential confounding factor in assays using 21 barcoded libraries representing samples containing seven different viruses at genome loads that varied from 10^2^ to 10^8^. One set represented the seven different viruses each at a concentration of approximately 10^4^ genome copies/library. To mimic competition anticipated in some clinical samples, the second set contained the same seven libraries at 10^4^ copies, combined with an additional 14 libraries prepared with the seven viruses at 10^2^ and at 10^5^ to 10^8^ copies. Virus detection was not impaired in multiplex assays even with samples that varied up to 10^4^ in target concentration ([Table 5](#tab5){ref-type="table"}); however, genome coverage was typically higher in 7-plex than in 21-plex assays.

###### 

Genome mapping and coverage in VirCapSeq-VERT multiplex assays

  Virus      7-plex mix[^a^](#ngtab5.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   21-plex mix                                                                        
  ---------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------ -----
  HHV-1      10^4^                                             100           4,258   10^4^   99.6   583     10^6^   99.9   5,438   10^2^   84.5   10
  MERS-CoV   10^4^                                             27.9          1.1     10^4^   20.1   0.34    10^6^   98.7   23      10^2^   0.3    0
  WNV        10^4^                                             98.8          4,785   10^4^   98.9   251     10^8^   100    7,799   10^2^   99.1   107
  EBOV       10^4^                                             98.9          3,019   10^4^   97.9   643     10^5^   99.9   5,010   10^2^   83.6   7
  EV-D68     10^4^                                             99.9          6,644   10^4^   99.8   4,816   10^6^   99.9   6,911   10^2^   91.8   64
  CVV-S      10^4^                                             100           6,197   10^4^   100    2,364   10^7^   100    7,332   10^2^   99.8   49
  CVV-M      10^4^                                             100           7,603   10^4^   100    1,048   10^7^   100    7,798   10^2^   100    23
  CVV-L      10^4^                                             100           2,409   10^4^   100    242     10^7^   100    7,735   10^2^   93.4   4
  FLUAV -1   10^4^                                             100           7,818   10^4^   100    7,633   10^5^   100    7,892   10^2^   100    238
  FLUAV -2   10^4^                                             100           7,904   10^4^   100    7,741   10^5^   100    7,902   10^2^   100    575
  FLUAV -3   10^4^                                             100           7,792   10^4^   100    7,658   10^5^   100    7,906   10^2^   100    276
  FLUAV -4   10^4^                                             100           7,800   10^4^   100    7,584   10^5^   100    7,799   10^2^   100    594
  FLUAV -5   10^4^                                             100           7,747   10^4^   100    7,605   10^5^   100    7,746   10^2^   100    352
  FLUAV -6   10^4^                                             100           7,721   10^4^   100    7,560   10^5^   100    7,721   10^2^   100    358
  FLUAV -7   10^4^                                             100           7,355   10^4^   100    7,100   10^5^   100    7,711   10^2^   100    251
  FLUAV -8   10^4^                                             100           7,367   10^4^   100    7,360   10^5^   100    7,367   10^2^   100    397

qPCR quantitated nucleic acid extracts representing seven different viruses were used to spike a background of human blood nucleic acid at levels of approximately 10^4^ copies/100 ng, 10^2^ copies/100 ng, and 10^5^ to 10^8^ copies/100 ng. Individual sequence libraries were prepared using 21 different indexes for bar coding. Libraries were mixed for capture hybridization into a 7-plex mix (libraries prepared from 10^4^ loads) and the complete 21-plex mix.

To determine the utility of VirCapSeq-VERT in characterization of virome diversity and dynamics, we analyzed a set of 23 serum samples collected from multiply transfused hemophilia patients known to contain hepatitis C virus (HCV), GB virus C (GBV-C), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and torque teno virus (TTV). Samples were amplified using unique bar codes, and two pools were generated for VirCapSeq-VERT. Pool 1 contained 9 samples. Pool 2 contained the same 9 samples mixed with the remaining 14 samples. All viruses in the 9-plex as well as in the 23-plex sample pool were efficiently characterized (see [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

DISCUSSION {#h2}
==========

Sequencing approaches have enabled metagenomics, including virome studies, and are of increasing interest in the field of diagnostics. However, concerns regarding sensitivity, especially in high-host-background settings, cumbersome and time-consuming sample processing, and cost pose hurdles that would need to be overcome in order to realize the potential of HTS. Unlike 16S rRNA of bacteria, viruses lack universally conserved markers and have plastic genomes that easily generate mutants, strains, and variants. Virus variants differing in sequence, even by a single point mutation, can vary in host range, transmissibility and pathogenicity ([@B23], [@B24]). Accordingly, an ideal viral diagnostic platform should enable sensitive multiplexed detection of all viruses and their variants. Nucleic acid capture with oligonucleotides has been used to enhance the efficiency of HTS for characterizing host ([@B25], [@B26]) or selected microbial ([@B27], [@B28]) targets at low scale. However, to our knowledge, VirCapSeq-VERT is the first example wherein a positive selection method for HTS has been employed for comprehensive, sensitive application in microbial diagnostics and whole virome analysis.

Current virus diagnostic assays that are commonly based on PCR assays targeting one or a few specific agents may fail to detect virus variants and provide only limited genotypic information. VirCapSeq-VERT addresses many of the current challenges of PCR and HTS for diagnostics and virome analysis. The sensitivity and specificity of the VirCapSeq-VERT are comparable to those of agent-specific real-time PCR (see [Table S6](#tabS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Additionally, the 100- to 10,000-fold increase achieved in on-target reads enables leveraging of sequencing depth against costs in research applications. The approximately per-sample cost of 40 U.S. dollars (USD) of VirCapSeq-VERT in a 20-plex sample format compares favorably with costs of other enrichment procedures, such as rRNA depletion (approximately 65 USD per sample), particularly given its advantages in sensitivity, genome coverage, and ease of use. The capacity for highly multiplexed sample processing and simplified sample handling is cost-effective and reduces the risk of cross contamination.

The VirCapSeq-VERT system is not specifically designed for viral discovery; nonetheless, it enables sequencing of genomes with as little as 75% overall sequence identity. Results of our rotavirus and hepacivirus analyses indicate that where the goal is detection rather than comprehensive genome sequencing, VirCapSeq-VERT has the potential, through hybridization to conserved regions, to detect novel viruses with an overall nucleotide divergence in the range of 40%.

In summary, VirCapSeq-VERT has promise as a tool for diagnostic and research applications. It has sensitivity similar to that obtained with targeted real-time PCR, with the advantage of detecting viral variants that would not be captured with specific PCR assays as well as the potential to provide the complete genome sequence needed for assessment of viral diversity and evolution for epidemiological and public health applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#h3}
=====================

Samples and specimens. {#s3.1}
----------------------

Facsimiles of clinical specimens were generated in a background of NA extracted from normal human lung tissue, EDTA-blood, or serum. The samples were spiked with viral NA and quantitated by virus-specific TaqMan real-time (reverse transcription) PCR (qPCR). NA from cell culture or blood, serum, or tissue samples was extracted using the easyMAG system (bioMérieux, Marcy l'Etoile, France) or AllPrep DNA/RNA kits (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Background NA was quantitated by NanoDrop (Wilmington, DE, USA) or Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and mixed with variable quantities of viral NA derived from enterovirus D68 (EV-D68) ([@B29]), West Nile virus (WNV) ([@B39]), dengue virus 3 (DENV-3) ([@B40]), and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) ([@B41]), representing single-strand, positive-sense RNA viruses of different genome sizes; Ebola virus (EBOV) influenza A virus H3N2 (FLUAV, A/Moscow/10/99; WHO Influenza Centre, MRC, London, United Kingdom) and Cache Valley virus (CVV) ([@B42]), representing nonsegmented and segmented negative-strand RNA viruses; and herpes simplex virus 1 (HHV-1, ATCC VR-733), as a large double-strand DNA virus. Spiking was performed using NA stocks banked at the Center of Infection and Immunity originally derived from virus cultures or positive diagnostic specimens, with the exception of EBOV, which was provided as noninfectious nucleic acid extract by Peter Jahrling at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health. TaqMan PCR primer and probes for the various viruses are cited or available on request.

To determine the limit of detection and to assess VirCapSeq-VERT in comparison to conventional target enrichment procedures, normal human lung tissue homogenate, EDTA-blood, or serum samples were spiked with different amounts of live EV-D68, HHV-1, and FLUAV stock quantitated by qPCR.

Clinical samples included a human nasal swab sample known to be positive for EV-D68 ([@B30]), liver specimens from deer mice infected with deer mouse hepacivirus ([@B31]), a sample of bat feces pellets in which rotaviral sequences had been identified (unpublished), and serum samples from hemophilia patients coinfected with hepatitis C virus (HCV), GB virus C (GBV-C), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and torque teno virus (TTV).

Selection of probe sequences. {#s3.2}
-----------------------------

The EMBL Coding Domain Sequence database (release 122, December 2014; <ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/embl/cds/release/std/>), containing 2,199,467 records was clustered at 96% sequence identity by CD-Hit ([@B32]), yielding a database of 401,716 representative sequences spanning all virus sequence records, excluding bacteriophages. A list of all virus genera known to infect vertebrates was generated from the master species list of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV; <http://talk.ictvonline.org/files/ictv_documents/m/msl/5208.aspx>). Through cross-referencing of protein IDs with NCBI taxonomy IDs, a set of 342,438 coding sequence records was identified for the selected virus genera. The sequences were broken into fragments, clustered at 90% sequence identity, and used to generate 100-nt probe sequences that were tiled across the genes at approximately 25- to 50-nt intervals. A library of 1,993,200 oligonucleotide probes was selected. The NimbleGen cleavable array platform was employed for synthesis of the biotinylated, soluble probe library (SeqCap EZ Choice; Roche/NimbleGen, Basel, Switzerland), and probe sequences were refined by adjusting their lengths to conform to NimbleGen synthesis parameters, such as maximum *T~m~* or homopolymer repeat length.

Conventional target sequence enrichment procedures. {#s3.3}
---------------------------------------------------

Conventional virus enrichment methods commonly used in metagenomic sequencing-based virus discovery include filtration and pre-extraction nuclease treatments, often combined with postextraction DNase I and/or depletion of ribosomal rRNA sequences. Briefly, samples (100 to 300 µl) were filtered through 0.45-μm-pore-size sterile disk filters (Merck/Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) to enrich for viruses over cells or bacteria. The flowthrough was treated with 1 μl RNase A (10 mg/ml; Thermo, Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA) for 15 min at room temperature, followed by a cocktail of 8 U Turbo DNase (Thermo, Fisher), 250 U Benzonase (Merck/Millipore), and 10 mM MgCl~2~ for 45 min at room temperature to digest non-particle-protected NAs. Protected NAs, such as those in viral particles, were extracted by easyMAG (bioMérieux) or AllPrep kits (Qiagen). Postextraction digestion by DNase I (2 U/µg DNA for 15 min at 37^o^C; Thermo, Fisher) was added in some instances to digest chromosomal DNA (cellular and bacterial), but it will also digest viral DNA (e.g., HHV-1 DNA), whereas mRNA transcripts generated from actively replicating cellular virus would be maintained. Depletion of nondesired host mRNA sequences was achieved using RiboZero magnetic kits (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Enriched preparations were subjected to reverse transcription and sequence library preparation.

Conventional HTS. {#s3.4}
-----------------

Total NA extracts were reverse transcribed using SuperScript III (Thermo, Fisher) with random hexamers. The cDNA was RNase H treated prior to second-strand synthesis with Klenow fragment (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). The generated double-stranded cDNA was sheared to an average fragment size of 200 bp using the manufacturer's standard settings (E210 focused ultrasonicator; Covaris, Woburn, MA, USA). Sheared product was purified (AxyPrep Mag PCR cleanup beads; Axygen/Corning, Corning, NY, USA), and libraries were constructed using KAPA library preparation kits (KAPA, Wilmington, MA, USA). For NA input quantities of 10 to 100 ng double-stranded cDNA, the cycle number of the final PCR amplification was increased to 12 cycles, instead of 9 cycles for samples with \>100 ng double-stranded cDNA. Final products were purified (AxyPrep) and quantitated by Bioanalyzer (Agilent) for Illumina sequencing.

Virome capture sequencing. {#s3.5}
--------------------------

Libraries were prepared by essentially following the standard KAPA protocol but including viral sequence capture, following mainly the SeqCap RNA enrichment system protocol (Roche/NimbleGen). Briefly, total NA extract was reverse transcribed using SuperScript III (Thermo, Fisher) with random hexamers. The cDNA was RNase H treated prior to second-strand synthesis with Klenow fragment (New England Biolabs). The resulting double-stranded cDNA/DNA mix was sheared to an average fragment size of 200 bp using the manufacturer's standard settings (Covaris E210 focused ultrasonicator). Sheared product was purified (AxyPrep), and libraries were constructed using KAPA library preparation kits (KAPA) with Roche/NimbleGen adapter kits. The quality and quantity of libraries were checked using a Bioanalyzer (Agilent). The libraries were then mixed with a SeqCap HE universal oligonucleotide, SeqCap HE index oligonucleotides, and COT DNA and vacuum evaporated at 60°C for approximately 40 min. Dried samples were mixed with 2× hybridization buffer and hybridization component A (Roche/NimbleGen) prior to denaturation at 95°C for 10 min. The VirCap probe library (4.5 μl) was added and hybridized at 47°C for 12 h in a standard PCR thermocycler. SeqCap Pure capture beads (Roche/NimbleGen) were washed twice, mixed with the hybridization mix, and kept at 47°C for 45 min with vortexing for 10 s every 10 to 15 min. The streptavidin capture beads complexed with biotinylated VirCapSeq-VERT probes were trapped (DynaMag-2 magnet; Thermo, Fisher) and washed once at 47°C and then twice more at room temperature with wash buffers of increasing stringency. Finally, beads were suspended in 50 µl water and directly subjected to posthybridization PCR (SeqCap EZ accessory kit V2; Roche/NimbleGen). The PCR products were purified (Agencourt Ampure DNA purification beads; Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) and quantitated by Bioanalyzer (Agilent) for Illumina sequencing.

Data analysis and bioinformatics pipeline. {#s3.6}
------------------------------------------

Sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform (Illumina) resulted in an average of 210 million reads per lane. Samples were demultiplexed using Illumina software, and FastQ files were generated. Demultiplexed and Q30-filtered FastQ files were mapped against reference genomes from GenBank with Bowtie2 mapper 2.0.6 (<http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net>). SAMtools (v 0.1.19) ([@B33]) were used to generate the consensus genomes and coverage statistics. Integrative Genomics Viewer (v 2/3/55) ([@B34]) was used to generate coverage plots. Host background levels were determined from Bowtie2 mappings against the host genomes downloaded from the NCBI. Sequencing data obtained from the unknown samples was preprocessed using PRINSEQ (v 0.20.2) ([@B35]) software, and filtered reads were aligned against the host reference databases to remove the host background. The resulting reads were *de novo* assembled using MIRA (v 4.0) ([@B36]) or SOAPdenovo2 (v 2.04) ([@B37]) assemblers, and contigs and unique singletons were subjected to homology search using MegaBlast against the GenBank nucleotide database; sequences that showed poor or no homology at the nucleotide level were screened by BLASTX against the viral GenBank protein database. Viral sequences from BLASTX analysis were subjected to another round of BLASTX homology search against the entire GenBank protein database to correct for biased E values and taxonomic misassignments. Based on the contigs identified for different viral strains, GenBank sequences were downloaded and used for mapping the whole data set to recover partial or complete genomes. Viral read numbers were obtained from counting the number of reads mapping to contig sequences and unassembled singletons, and percentages were calculated in relation to the total read number obtained. Percentages were converted into heatmaps using MultiExperiment Viewer (MeV v4.9) ([@B38]).
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